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THE NUCLEAR PIONS AND QUARK DISTRIBUTIONSIN DEEP INELASTIC SCATTERING ON NUCLEI�J. Ro»yneky and G. WilkThe Andrzej Soªtan Institute for Nulear StudiesHo»a 69, 00-681 Warsaw, Poland(Reeived January 4, 2002)We propose simple Monte Carlo method for alulating parton distri-bution in nulei. Only events satisfying the exat kinematial onstrainsof the orresponding deep-inelasti reation probing given nulear distri-bution are seleted to form the �nal distribution we are looking for. TheEMC e�et is automatially inluded by means of two parameters, whihharaterize the hange of the nulear pion �eld. Good agreement withexperimental data in the broad range of variable x is obtained.PACS numbers: 12.38.Aw, 12.38.Lg, 12.39.�x1. IntrodutionThe study of partoni distributions inside the nuleon and nulei hasalready long history [1℄. Here we shall desribe simple Monte Carlo methodfor alulating parton distributions in nulei with speial emphasis on theobserved di�erenes between suh distributions for free and nulear nuleons(known under the name EMC-e�et) [2℄. The parton piture of nuleon wasoriginally formulated in the in�nite momentum frame [3℄. However, nuleare�ets are more visible in the nuleon (or nulear) target rest frame. Suhhange of frames has profound dynamial onsequenes. Whereas in thein�nite momentum frame partons an be treated as on-shell objets (withsome small urrent masses), in the rest frame they are dressed, far o�-shellobjets with masses onsisting substantial part of the nuleon mass. Theimportant point is how to �nd in this frame the proper parton energy. Thenuleon is no longer ontrated by Lorentz transformation and the orre-sponding interation piture is ompliated one. The nulear parton density� Presented by J. Ro»ynek at the XXVII Mazurian Lakes Shool of Physis, Krzy»e,Poland, September 2�9, 2001.y E-mail: (rozynek�fuw.edu.pl) (423)



424 J. Ro»ynek, G. Wilkdistributions are, therefore, obtained by generating initial parton momentain nuleons and alulating the orresponding light-one longitudinal mo-mentum frations, the so alled Bjørken x = xB, whih must be idential inboth frames.Our approah is based on the model where valene parton momenta inhadron at rest are alulated from a spherially symmetri Gaussian dis-tribution with a width derived from the Heisenberg unertainty relation,whereas the sea parton ontributions result from similar Gaussian distribu-tion but with a width ditated by the presene of virtual pions in hadron [2℄.When going to the nulear ase these initial Gaussian momentum distribu-tions are hanged aordingly in order to aount for the presene of nulearmedium (like resattering e�ets or hanges in the virtual pion louds in thenulear matter). The energy momentum onservation is always stritly im-posed and plays vital role in getting our results. The nulear parton densitydistributions are then obtained by generating initial parton momenta of nu-leons and alulating the orresponding light-one longitudinal momentumfrations xB. 2. Deep inelasti satteringWe start with short reolletion of neessary theoretial points. In thedeep inelasti eletron�nuleon sattering the ross setion is given byd� = L��W �� ; (1)where the hadroni tensorW �� an be expressed in terms of eletromagnetiurrents as W�� = Z d4p exp(iq�) hp j J�J�(0) j pi : (2)The spatial variable � is diretly onneted to the orrelation length existingin this proess. The virtual photon momentum transfer is given byq = ��; 0; 0;�p�2 +Q2� : (3)Let us de�ne the useful light-one momenta: j� = j0 � j3 for the fourmomentum j of the hit parton and analogously p� for the nuleon fourmomentum p. In the Bjørken limit Q2 ! 1 the x = Q2=2M� � j+=p+is �xed and q2=�2 ! 0. In this limit q� = q0 � q3 ! 1 but q+ = �Mxremains �nite. These imply �+ ! 0 and �� � 1=Mx. All together this givesthe following restritions for ��0 � 1Mx ; �z � z � 1Mx : (4)



The Nulear Pions and Quark Distributions in . . . 425We have, therefore, two resolutions sales in deep inelasti sattering:(i) 1=pQ2 onneted with virtuality of  probe. Any two di�erent Q2resolutions are onneted via well known A�P evolution equation [4℄.(ii) 1=Mx = z being distane how far an propagate the anti-quark inthe medium, see Fig. 1. Notie that small x means a relatively largeorrelation length z. Beause �nal state quark interation within thenulear environment is pratially not known the small x region opensroom for di�erent phenomenologial models and in this paper we shallpropose a new mehanism for the nulear shadowing.

Fig. 1.Deep inelasti sattering of eletrons on nulear targets an be regardedas two step proess: at �rst nuleus is replaed by omposition of nuleonsand (e�etive) pions representing quanta of nulear binding fores, thenimpinging eletrons interat with partons (quarks) omposing those nuleonsand pions. Formally it means that nulear partoni distribution (struturefuntion) FA2 an be written as onvolution,FA2 (xA)xA = AZ Z dyA dx Æ(xA � yAx) �A(yA)FN2 (x)x ; (5)of nuleon distribution funtion in the nuleus, �A(yA), and struture fun-tion of free nuleon, FN2 (x). The xA=A is the ratio of quark and the nu-leus longitudinal momenta (i.e., it is the Bjørken variable for the nuleus)whereas yA=A = p+=P+A is the ratio of the nuleon and nulear longitudi-nal momenta. Finally, x is the ratio of the quark and nuleon longitudinalmomenta (the Bjørken variable for the nuleon, x = xB).



426 J. Ro»ynek, G. WilkIn the on-shell relativisti approah the nuleon distribution funtion isonneted to the well known nuleon spetral funtion SN (disussed in thenext setion): �A(yA) = Z d4p Æ�yAA � p+P+�SN (p0;p): (6)In the mean �eld approximation SN (p0;p) = n(p)Æ(po � (m + e(p)), wheree(p) is the nuleon single partile energy. This expression should be orretedby the inident �ux fator (see Eq. (8)). It turns out, however, that even thenone annot desribe the EMC data without inlusion of higher order nuleon�nuleon orrelations (with additional free parameters and all unertaintiesof o� shell behavior of nuleons it brings in) [5℄.3. Nulear relativisti mean �eldIn the nulear Relativisti Mean Field (RMF) method eletrons ollidewith nuleons whih are moving in some onstant average salar and vetorpotentials in the rest frame of the nuleus aording to the equation:h� � p+ ��m+ US�� �eN � UV�i = 0 : (7)Here US = �g2s=m2s�s; UV = V�Æ�0 = g2v=m2v� with gi; mi (i = s; v) beingthe salar or vetor meson oupling onstants and their masses, respetively,whereas �s = Pi  +i � i and � = Pi  +i  i are the salar and the fourthomponent vetor densities, respetively. The salar and vetor mean �eldswere investigated suessfully in nulear Dira phenomenology with the val-ues UV = 300; US = �400 [MeV(�=�0)℄ �0 = 0:17fm�3 [6℄. It turns outthat US and UV usually anel eah other in the energy or external responsefuntions but their relatively big values an explain the enhanement of thespin�orbit part of nuleon�nuleus optial potential1. It was shown [8℄ that�A(yA) depends on both the salar and vetor nulear �elds:�A(yA) = 4� Z d4p(2�)4SN �p0;p��1 + p�3E�(p)� Æ�y � (po + p�3)� � ; (8)1 One of the advantages of RMF approah is the equation of state it leads to. Forexample, in Waleka model [7℄ it gives properly the saturation point for nulearmatter and no density saturation for neutron matter.



The Nulear Pions and Quark Distributions in . . . 427where � is equal to the nuleon hemial potential, fator (1 + p�3=E�(p))orrets Eq. (6) for relativisti e�ets and the nuleon spetral funtion istaken in the RMF approah to be equal SN = n(p)Æ(p0 � (E�(p) + UV)).Eq. (8) an be simpli�ed and written as:�A(yA) = 34 �v2A � (yA � 1)2�v3A ; (9)where vA = pF=E�F and y is restrited to region 0 < (E�F � pF) < my <(E�F + pF). It means that all nulear dependene is hidden in the nu-leon hemial potential, whih is, however, too weak (about 8 MeV smallerthan m) to reprodue the minimum seen in the EMC data [9℄ at x = 0:7(f. urve (a) in Fig. 2).

Fig. 2.4. Proposed model for parton distribution in nuleiFor the QCD short range sale below the nuleon size partons are naturaldegrees of freedom for high momentum probes and pions are visible as thequark�antiquark bound states. However, for the larger distanes (smallerresolution) pions an be treated as single (virtual) partiles whih an me-diate eventually the nuleon interation in the nulear medium.



428 J. Ro»ynek, G. WilkIn the presented model the sea parton distribution are generated diretlyfrom the distribution of pioni loud whih surround the nuleon ore on-stituated by valene quarks. Inside nuleons part of these pions begin tomediate the nuleon�nuleon interation and onsequently part of the seaquarks will be onneted rather to the medium and not to individual nu-leons. Let j denote four-momenta of struk parton (probed by urrentwith virtuality Q20) seleted (for valene quarks) from Gaussian primordialdistribution with width 0:172 GeV, and r the respetive four-momentum ofhadroni remnants. Let also W and W 0 denote their respetive invariantmasses. Events are aepted if0 � j2 �W 2 ; 0 � r2 �W 02 : (10)The sea parton distribution is given by the onvolution of the pioni ompo-nent of the nuleon,f� �x;Q20�, and the parton struture of pion,fpion �x;Q20�,obtained from the same Gaussian primodial distribution as used for valenepartons2, fs �x;Q20� = Z dyy f� �y;Q20� fpion�xy ;Q20� : (11)The harateristi behavior of the sea partons is derived from the piondistribution in the nuleon, whih was again parametrized by Gaussian dis-tribution, this time with a smaller width equal to 0:052 GeV. The overallpartoni distribution is, therefore, given by (Q20 = 1 GeV2)F2 �x;Q20� = fv �x;Q20�+ fs �x;Q20� : (12)Our results for R(x) = FFe2 /FD2 are presented with Monte Carlo erroras (b) in Fig.2. For small x the ruial fator turns out to be the hange ofnulear virtual pion loud onneted with exhanged mesons responsible forthe nulear fores [2℄. In order to be able to �t data in this region we have toadjust in our model the value of the parameter whih determines the relativenumber of the (e�etive) intermediate pions (assumed to mediate nuleon�nuleon interation). In our model only part of pions ontribute to the seaquark struture funtion of the nuleon whereas the other part is responsiblefor the nuleon�nuleon interation. Beause for small x the sale z shownin Fig. 1 beomes omparable or bigger then the nuleon size, the expetedrange of nulear fores also grows aordingly. Therefore, for small valuesof x the part of pioni ontribution an �disappear� during the interation2 Atually, in this way we obtain the light one target rest frame variable x = xLC =j+=p+ (where p = (M; 0; 0; 0)) with a �xed resolution Q2 = Q20, whereas experi-mentally aessible is Bjørken variable x = xBj = Q2=(2p q). However, in the ratiopresented in Fig. 2, the orretions introdued when proessing from one x to anotheranell and, therefore, the experimental x in Fig. 2 will be identi�ed with our x.



The Nulear Pions and Quark Distributions in . . . 429with the eletromagneti probe and onsequently gives no ontribution tothe nulear struture funtion. In our ase up to 12% of pions are exludedfrom interation by this mehanism.For intermediate x (� 0:7) the minimum in the EMC ratio is obtainedby adjusting the nuleon size in the medium (stritly speaking the size ofthe valene parton momentum distribution). The orresponding dereaseof this width from 0.18 GeV to 0.172 GeV produes both the minimum for� 0:7 and the maximum for x around 0:1. In hadroni language this hangeorresponds to some spreading of the pioni loud outside the nuleon3.5. SummaryWe obtain very good �t to the data on deep inelasti satterings with56Fe using only two physially motivated parameters4. The �rst desribesderease of width of the primordial Gaussian valene quark distributions(it points towards the possible de-on�nement of quarks in nulear matterand to hiral symmetry restoration). The seond parameter diminish theamount of nulear pions below x = 0:1 due to the shadowing e�et.REFERENCES[1℄ Cf., for example, D.F. Geesaman, K. Saito, A.W. Thomas, Ann. Rev. Nul.Part. Si. 45, 137 (1996) and referenes therein.[2℄ J. Ro»ynek, G. Wilk, Phys. Lett. 473, 167 (2000).[3℄ J.D. Bjørken, E.A. Pashos, Phys. Rev. 185, 1975 (1969).[4℄ G. Altareli, A. Parisi, Nul. Phys. B126, 298 (1977).[5℄ O. Benhar, V.R. Panderipande, I. Sik, Phys. Lett. B489, 131 (2000).[6℄ L. Celenza, C. Shakin, Relativisti Nulear Physis, World Sien�, 1986.[7℄ B.D. Serot, J.D. Waleka, Adv. Nul. Phys. 16, (1986).[8℄ M. Birse, Phys. Lett. B299, 188 (1993); J. Ro»ynek, Int. J. Mod. Phys. E9,195 (2000).[9℄ M. Arneodo et al., Nul. Phys. B481, 3 (1997); S. Dasu et al., Phys. Rev.Lett. 64, 2591 (1988).[10℄ J. Zabolitsky, G. Ey, Phys. Lett. B76, 234 (1983).3 Cf. the orresponding alulations performed for the realisti nulear distributionswith momentum distribution n(p) taking into aount the long tail obtained from thenuleon�nuleon residual interation in the mean �eld: n(p) = nmf(p) + ntail [10℄.4 Similar results for the broad range of A will be presented elsewhere.


